“In search of the happiness” – storyboard		2(5)


Guidelines for “In search of the happiness” by amuQ and Elenziah

Synopsis
In short, the demo is a long and dark journey with a story, told through effects, graphics and poetry. The text will be accompanied with depressive effects, mostly grayscale and without any happy colors, and their strength will mainly be in design and hopefully originality. Once in a while fitting images will be shown to strengthen the story, always merged with the effects and not shown in the common “this is a picture“-style. It is important that all the designers work together, sending each other their work and making it synchronized. The effects, graphics and text should be one. (Before we meet in real life again, we can use the mailing lists instead. The correct address is amuq-demos@amuq.net or ms2001demo@amuq.net)

The music will be a pain for Quasian or Stanley. We'll start with everything else first, finish it, give the musician directions on how long the tune should be and so on, and then implement the module or mp3-tune and make it synch. (NOTE! Better musician to start early and give us some samples.. that way we can give him feedback and get inspiration ourself).

In the next to last scene, there is a powerful 3D-sequence for one part of the story, which is needed if we want to attract the part of the crowd/the viewers who prefer showoffs. It also gives depth - the feeling that we could make a pointless showoff-demo if we wanted to. 

First part
* The music starts ambient-like - calm, mysterious and atmospheric. A logo fades in with an "amuQ & Elenziah"-motif, giving a dark impression. In a nice way it morphs into a logo in the same style telling who did what, all in one picture. As this is the viewer’s first impression it is important that it catches their interest. (blending..something fast and simple; perhaps dissolving between the pictures)

* As the music drastically changes style to something heavy in a couple of seconds, the last of the two logos from the opening scene gets replaced with the first effects. The transition must happen in a cool way the first time. (I think the image could be a bezier patch that starts to ”live”.. Depending on the next effect it could for example morph on something, explode or anything cool. There should be lots of motion/radial blur however).

The only limitations you have with the following effects are that they should be dark and be designed to contain text in a nice way, nothing else. There could be some kind of table on the right side where the text will have some room.. And be sure to use a suiting font. 

* When the effects have been shown for about eight to ten seconds, the text makes its first appearance. It should fade in softly, each word after the other, in some original way fitting the atmosphere. The text should stay still, looking poem-like, and not feel angry - not yet. The first word, in this following text "Meaningfulness" and then "Happiness" in the text after, should be bigger and drawn from the beginning in some way, attached to the table or whatever. (The effect remains in the background or it will be replaced with another one..?)


"Meaningfulness is always the key for being happy,
knowing what to strive or live for is necessary to not feel crappy.

Meaningfulness requires concentrated dedication,
a big exclusion of your everyday-life masturbation.

Meaningfulness is always in need of a self-delusion,
making you able to stay out of all confusion."


* The words shouldn’t flow too fast, as they need some thought. 
(Jep, look at Heaven Seven from Exceed as an example)

* The effects and images are running for a while.
 (Must implement the XRAY shader with nice 3D models somehow.)


"Happiness is often a destructive force when gained,
shutting off the truth that might not keep it contained.

Happiness makes you question less to stay where you are,
a new realm is shaped where you are the everlasting star.       

Happiness is often the feeling that turns you into a complete fool,
constricting so much you're no longer a living being but just a tool."


* After this the music slows down again, keeping a nice and calm ambience while we greet friends ("we like blabla, blabla and blabla”) etc. It's good to calm the viewers before the dark ending. 

** Greetings part is a 3D scene showing ugly environment with miserable weather: particle rain, terrible wind and things like that. The greetings are written in the falling leaves; they are dropping from the trees and flies on the screen.

Final part
* Directly after the greetings our main 3D-scene is shown. Showing a cool guy around 20 years of age, designed to look depressed but still not pathetic in any way at all, sitting writing or doing something that requires some thinking. If it's better, he can walk around thinking instead - it makes no difference. Just leave some room for his thoughts and I'm happy, the rest will be the modeler’s job. And be sure to make it really good-looking - this should impress everyone!
(The guy should look like really depressive.. dark colors, ugly surrounding, terrible mess in the room, black t-shirt for the guy, long hair, metallica posters on the wall..:)

The text should be more depressive this time, with a more evil font and way of fading in. If it's possible they would crash in or something. The flow should be much faster and it should move upwards on the right side of the 3D-scene transparently - not be still like last time.  


"All the happy people I see around me are either in love or just plain stupid, not thinking. Can one live and be happy without having someone to love, waste all feelings on and in a way live for - give up life for. It gives them a point, a satisfying feeling killing the urge for a deeper meaning. The other people - the ones not in love - are divided into two groups: the ones who are too afraid to walk their own paths in life and the ones who have given their life away. Group number one are in a prison built out of expectations, what people around them want them to do, and follow that plan to stay out of misery. It makes their environment happy, at least not too demanding, troublesome. As other people like their family and friends think for them they stop doing it themselves, and the problems of having a mind that always want to fight are gone. Group number two are the ones who live for a religion that make someone else take their decisions, guide their way and take their pain. They just throw everything confusing away - their God who controls everything is too hard to grasp anyway. It's as comfortable as it gets. Both these groups of happy people have three things in common - they've traded their independent, questioning minds for happiness, they still consider themselves as thinking human beings, and they despise the people like myself. Why shouldn't they? They have everything positive in life I haven't."

(hmm..ain’t the text a bit long? Should it consist of several sprites, or is it just an image or scroller?)
    
Let the text leave the screen before our 3D-scene fades away along with the music, and the demo almost finishes. The last thing the guy should do is something giving the impression that he feels powerless, without answers, giving up. For example putting his head between his hands, lowering his head, etceteras. When the scene and music have faded away, two single lines of text fades in smoothly.

"Sometimes happiness feels like nothing else than stupidity, very easy to disdain."

...then replaced with...

"Sadly, I'm the stupid one..."

Fade away and boom - the demo has reached its end. 












Durations:

First part

Duration
Explanation
10 s
Group logo(s) on screen, fading to credits logo.
Music is ambient (calm, mysterious and atmospheric).

(can and probably must last longer than 10s..have to make some tests)

(gfx: zTHee, code/scripting: vulc)	[_part1.dsd]
10 s
Nice transition. First effect is shown.
Music goes heavy.

(gfx: ?, code/scripting: ?)	[_part2.dsd]
15 s
The effect probably remains in the background or will be replaced with another one. Texts appear on the screen.

(gfx: ?, code/scripting: ?)	[_part3.dsd]
60 s
Different effects are being shown (must divide this section into several smaller parts later).

(gfx: zTHee, Traze.., code/scripting: vulc, spiikki, lazyone…)	[_part4.dsd]
15 s
Another texts appear on the screen. Effects in the background.

(gfx: ?, code/scripting: ?)	[_part5.dsd]
30 s
Greetings: ugly-looking 3D environment scene.
Music slows down (nice calm ambience).

(gfx: ?, code/scripting: lazyone)	[_part6.dsd]


Final part


Duration
Explanation
90 s
The main 3D scene is being shown and the texts appear on the screen.
When the texts comes on screen, music should change to something heavy again.

(3D: Ninza, gfx: ?, code/scripting: ?)	[_part7.dsd]
15 s 
Texts leave the screen and 3D scene fades away. Music ends.

(3D: Ninza, gfx: ?, code/scripting: ?)	[_part8.dsd]
10 s
“End texts” comes on the screen. Fade out. The end.

(gfx: ?, code/scripting: ?)	[_part9.dsd]

Total duration of the demo is 4.25 minutes (4min, 15 seconds). Duration of the music is thus 4 minutes 5 sec.




Please note:

Naming the different parts.
Please use same naming methods than above. For example, the greetings part should be named as asm01demo_part6.dsd. If it has any sub-parts, they should be named as asm01demo_part6_a.dsd, asm01demo_part6_b.dsd and so on. This makes the final work much easier.

Many pictures.
If there are many similar textures (like the greeting part most likely will have), store them on different subfolder (inside /data/textures/).

Coding style guide.
Would be nice to have some sort of style guide, but after all it’s the same what a kind of the code looks like (indentations, spaces..) main thing it works :-)


Crew:

What?
Who?
Code (engine)
lazyone

Code / Scripting (DSYS2)
spiikki, vulc, lazyone

Graphics & Textures
zTHee, Traze, spiikki, (vulc, lazyone..), Ninza

3D
Ninza, vulc, spiikki, lazyone

Music
Quasian or Stanley

Storyboard
Morph

Additional help
Marzu? Edw_art?



